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Boyd, James <james.boyd@iub.iowa.gov>

Fwd: Oppose increase in Dakota Access usage increase
1 message

Myers, Melissa <melissa.myers@iub.iowa.gov> Mon, Jan 6, 2020 at 3:42 PM
To: IUB Customer Services Group <customerservicesgroup@iub.iowa.gov>

Customer service -- Please reply to the sender about filing these comments in the docket. This is related to HLP-2014-
0001. 

Melissa Myers
Iowa Utilities Board
Communications Specialist 
1375 E. Court Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50319-0069
Phone: 515.725.7306
melissa.myers@iub.iowa.gov

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Sunrise Cedar Rapids <snell.jason@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Jan 4, 2020 at 3:58 PM
Subject: Oppose increase in Dakota Access usage increase

Iowa Utilities Board,

We are writing to voice our opposition to the proposed increase by the Dakota Access pipeline operators from 560,000
barrels a day to 1.1 million barrels of day. As we see Australia and California scorched by wildfires, Iowan cities and farms
devastated by floods, the impending collapse of our food systems as pollinator populations die off, and a shrinking
window of time to reverse all burning of fossil fuels, any expansion of fossil fuel use would quicken our increasingly slim
chances of survival as a species.

All the climate changes we’ve experienced so far are irreversible within our lifetimes. This means today is the best climate
we will ever experience. With each passing month and year, the chances of our survival diminish. In about 8 years, we
will cross a threshold where human action to reduce climate disasters will no longer have any significant impact and our
entire ecosystem will descend into a series of unstoppable heat feedback loops that will eventually destroy all habitable
areas on the planet through desertification, unsurvivable heat and air, and coastline transformations.

The agonizing irony is that we already have the renewable energy technologies necessary to ensure our survival. The
only thing preventing change is the will of humans. Our core mission is to articulate, educate, and do everything we can to
change policies to make sure we, our children, and our grandchildren don’t witness the most horrific period of time for
humankind: it’s self-inflicted extinction via fossil fuel technologies. With these consequences in your mind and heart, this
is the context we ask you to consider our opposition to this pipeline expansion.

Sincerely,
Sunrise Movement Cedar Rapids

Filed with the Iowa Utilities Board on January 8, 2020, HLP-2014-0001
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